Please note: this list represents books from my personal library, and is certainly not comprehensive in any way. It will be available at the Center for Quantum Healing, on my property in Floyd. My purpose is to provide an introduction to many of the exciting energy medicine modalities which are currently available, just based on my studies with the Clayton College of Natural Health and my own research. Order is alphabetical, both of sections and authors.


**Autourotherapy:**

Christy, Martha M. *Simple Diagnostic Tests You can Do at Home*  Wishland Publishing, Mesa, Arizona, 1995

Christy, Martha M. *Your Own Perfect Medicine: The Incredible Proven Natural Miracle Cure that Medical Science has Never Revealed*  Wishland Publishing, Mesa, Arizona, 1994


**Fitness: (the tip of an enormous iceberg)**
Austin, Denise *Fit and Fabulous after 40: a five part program for Turning Back the Clock, featuring Yoga and Pilates Based Exercises*  Broadway Books, Random House, New York, 2001

Murphy, Robin, ND. *Vitality Qigong: Qi Movements and Meditations Tibetan and Taoist Qigong (Chi Kung) Exercises for Health, Longevity, and Tranquility*  Lotus Health Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia, USA (120 min DVD)

Schuhn, Jutta, and Trunz-Carlisi. *Bodystyling beyond 40*  Barnes and Noble, New York, 2004

**Dowsing for Healing:**

Grace, Raymon *The Future is Yours: Do Something About It! Directing your Intent to Reshape Your World*  Hampton Roads Publishing Company, Inc., Charlottesville, Va. 2003  (Many other dowsing resources are available for free downloads through Raymon’s website: RaymonGrace.com) also: *Techniques that Work for Me*
Homeopathy and Bach Flower Remedies


Murphy, Robin, N.D.  Nature’s Materia Medica:1,400 Homeopathic and Herbal Remedies  Lotus Health Institute, Blacksburg, Va. 2006


Nutrition: (the tip of an enormous iceberg)


Quantum-Touch:


Godfrey, Denise.  Supercharge Quantum-Touch, © Quantum-Touch 2001  (Only available if taking the workshop)

Gordon, Richard.  The Quantum-Touch Video Workshop, Quantum-Touch©2004.  (only available if taking workshop)

Self-Help guides:

Ausubel, Kenneth “When Healing Becomes a Crime” —the amazing story of the Hoxsey Cancer Clinics and the Return of Alternative Therapies: Healing Arts Press, Rochester, Vermont, 2000—has an excellent bibliography on Cancer related organizations and clinics...


Hay, Louise.  You Can Heal Your Life  (Many other self-healing publications as well)  Hay House Inc., 2004

“ ” “ ” “ ” Spices to the Rescue. 1995
“ ” “ ” Arteriosclerosis and Herbal Chelation. “ ” “ ” updated 2009
“ ” “ ” How to Counteract Environmental Poisons, A Collection of Teachings by Hanna Kroeger 2005
“ ” “ ” Instant Herbal Locator “ ” “ ” 2008
“ ” “ ” Good Health through Special Diets, “ ” “ ” 1981
“ ” “ ” The Seven Spiritual Causes of Ill Health “ ” “ ” 1998
“ ” “ ” New Dimensions in Healing Yourself “ ” “ ” 2007
“ ” “ ” The New Book on Healing “ ” “ ” 1996
“ ” “ ” Alzheimer’s Science and God “ ” “ ” 1990
“ ” “ ” Parasites, the Enemy Within “ ” “ ” 2008


Sharma, Hari MD and Mishra, Rama, GMS, with Meade, James G. The Answer to Cancer is Never Giving it a Chance to Start. Very Simple Ways to Avert a Very Big Calamity. SelectBooks, Inc., NY, NY. 2002


Available only through workshop participation:


The Quantum Academies Beginners Training Manual. Published and distributed by The Quantum Center, Dallas, TX. Copyright© 2008

The Quantum Academies Intermediate and Advanced Training Manual. Published and distributed by The Quantum Center, Dallas, TX. Copyright© 2009